Comfortable and Secure Ride, Inc.
Phone 818-268-6005
e-mail : info@csride.com

Terms and Condition
Base Rate

0-6 Passengers
7-9 Passengers
Sedan
SUV

$ 75 / hour
$ 95 / hour
$ 55 / hour
$ 80 / hour

Mini coach, Hammer/Escalade stretches are depend upon availability
* 20% mandatory service charge and 5 % fuel surcharge will add to Total invoice.
* Vehicle may be upgraded depend on availability but rate stays as ordered vehicle size.
* Trips are calculated portal to portal. (garage to garage).
30 minutes before pick up time and 30 minutes after drop off time would be added in most of LA
County trip.
* All trips are 3 hours minimum except Sedan
Except special day or night. Include but not limited to Oscar, Grammy, Emmy, Rose Bowl, New
Years day and Eve.
* Cancellation made after 2 hour prior to pick up time will be charged minimum charge. Include noshow.
* Non stop to or from LAX may be special discount rate depending on distance and type of vehicle.
Except special day or night above.
* Non stop to or from LAX and FBO in Stretch Limo reduce minimum to 2 hours
* Parking, toll or other necessary fees are charged to trips include LAX pick up permit and parking.
* Depend on availability, Service maybe performed by contracted licensee.
* CS Ride is not responsible for service delayed or not rendered due to weather or other circumstances
beyond its control.
* CS Ride has right to refuse to take luggage more than trunk capacity.
* Passengers are fully responsible for limousine interior while it’s in chartered.
Include furniture and equipments damaged by luggage or car seat.
* CS ride has its security department to ensure passenger safety.
CS ride security is contracted to CS Ride, Inc. to protect passengers. He is licensed to be armed with
weapons include firearm, baton and tear gas but he is not personal bodyguard or mercenary.
He may use weapon(s) to protect passenger(s) for self defense against disturbing peace, stalking,
assault, kidnapping or any illegal offence from third party. If both parties are committing crime as
battery or assault (fighting), chauffeur/security shall obey law and will NOT join to fight.
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